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AIMHC EQUIPMENT GUIDE 
 
Disclaimer: This information was current at the time of complication (2012), but information can and will 
change. In addition, rules can differ between associations and countries. Please check your resources; the 
information listed here is compiled from various sources and is listed as a guide only. AIMHC takes no 
responsibility for your performance entries based on this information. A list of resources used is available at 
the end of this list. 

 

ENGLISH 

 

• Cross Country 
Required: As for show jumping. 

Optional: As for show jumping. 

Rider Attire: Attire is more casual and will usually consist of fawn or beige jodhpurs, and a 
coloured or striped long or short sleeved polo style shirt, and white or black safety helmet. Riders 
usually wear a number tabard over the shirt. Some riders will also wear protective back/body 
vests. 

Props: Cross country jump with number, directional flags and level flag. 

Comments: Horses should be shown with some bit contact (minimal slack in the reins) at all 
times. Basically anything goes for equipment. Entries typically include some type of breastplate 
and/or martingale, and leg protection. 

 

• Dressage 
Required: Dressage or huntseat saddle with saddleblanket (dressage saddle highly recommended 
for 3rd level and up). English bridle. Snaffle bit up to 4th level/Medium. Weymouth double bridle 
option for = 4th level/Medium, but required for 5th level/Advanced upwards. 

Optional: Dropped, flash, and figure-8 nosebands allowed with snaffle bridle only.  

Prohibited: Any other restrictive equipment (martingales, etc.) Any protective equipment (boots, 
leg wraps, etc.) Full-cheek snaffle bit. 

Rider Attire: EFA: Preliminary/1st to Medium/4th: white, off-white, light canary or beige 
breeches, short coat, brown or black boots (short or long), gloves (white preferred), 
tie/stock/ratcatcher. Riders under 18: safety helmet. Over 18: hunt cap, bowler hat or safety 
helmet. (Medium: top hat when used with double bridle.) Advanced/4th: white or off-white 
breeches. Black or dark blue tail coat, or short coat. Long black boots (short boots for riders 
under 18), and hat as for earlier levels, including top hat. Prix St George to Grand Prix: Breeches 
in white or off-white. Tail coat in black, dark blue or other permitted international HSV colour. 
Long boots in black or same as coat colour. Gloves in white, off-white or same as coat colour. 
Hat as for earlier levels. Whips not allowed in competition over Advanced level. 

Props: Dressage fence and letter. 

Comments: Horses should be shown with full bit contact (no slack in the reins) at all times, 
except where instructed otherwise (i.e. free walk on a loose rein). Dressage has very well defined 
requirements for how the various movements should be performed at the various levels, so be 
sure to pick a level that your horse is suited for. When in doubt, choose a lower level. Typical 
turnout is conservative, however, dressage has some particular style trends all its own, including 
black leather tack, white lined bridles, and brass hardware accents. Square pads are also popular, 
but bright colours should be avoided. While not expressly prohibited, dressage entries should not 
wear a breastplate of any kind. Dressage is performed in an arena defined by a short (approx. 18" 
tall in real life) white fence. Letter markers are placed outside the fence according to a standard 
pattern. Official tests define each movement in relation to the markers. A good model dressage 
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entry should show a movement used in an actual test. Explanations should name test and 
movement being performed.  

 

• English Handler (also known as English Showmanship) 
Required: Snaffle bridle (generally with cavesson noseband) in either black or brown. Plain 
leather or nylon halter (in conservative colour), for horses under two years.  

Optional: Dropped noseband. 

Prohibited: Saddles. Halters on horses over two years old. Chain clipped directly to O-ring on 
halter. Leg protection. Silver halters. Decorative brow or nosebands. Whips/canes. Spurs. Chin 
straps or curb chains less than 1/2" in width. 

Rider Attire: Huntseat jacket in conservative colour, light coloured shirt with choker and pin or 
tie, breeches or jodhpurs in beige, gloves and safety helmet. A vest (under the jacket) is optional. 

Comments: Handler/Showmanship is a pattern-based class, and is judged on the abilities of the 
handler to exhibit their horse without touching or talking to them. The horse is a prop to the 
exhibitor. Photos should show the handler closest to the camera. The handler leads from the 
horse’s throatlatch, not the shoulder, and hold the elbows firm against their sides. Movements 
used include halt, walk, trot, backing, and turns to the left or right. Turns are a led circle, not a 
pivot in place. Competition number may be worn by handler (tied around back) or worn by 
horse in a competition number holder. Chain on halter must be doubled back through the O-ring 
under the halter, or worn under the chin or over the nose. Explanation should state at least part 
of the pattern used. Braiding of the mane depends on the breed shown. 
 
 

• English Pleasure, Arena Trail  
Required: Huntseat saddle with fitted white or cream saddle blanket. English bridle: snaffle, 
kimberwicke (one bit, one rein) or pelham (one bit, two reins) acceptable. Plain noseband 
required. 

Optional: Hunt-style breastplate. 

Prohibited: Martingale. Dropped noseband. Leg protection. Weymouth bridle (two bits, two 
reins). 

Rider Attire: Huntseat jacket in conservative colours, light coloured shirt, breeches or jodhpurs 
in beige, gloves and safety helmet. 

Props: Arena fence/wall should be visible in both Pleasure and Arena Trail. Obstacle required 
for trail.  

Comments: Horses should be shown with some bit contact (minimal slack in the reins) at all 
times. Conservative turnout is the norm. Decorated or white lined brow/nosebands, and square 
or brightly coloured saddlepads are discouraged.  
 

• Pleasure Hack 
Required: Huntseat english saddle with white or other discreetly-coloured numnah style saddle 
blanket. Plain English snaffle bridle. 

Optional: Jacket for rider. 

Prohibited: Nosebands. Decorative browbands. Whips/canes. Spurs. 

Rider Attire: Fitted jacket in dark colours, light coloured shirt with conservative colour tie. 
Jodhpurs in fawn, cream or buff and brown or black long or short jodhpur boots. Safety helmet. 
If riding an Australian Stock Horse, rider may wear moleskins and an ASH jumper with green 
ASH tie. 

Comments: Ridden one-handed with a little less mouth contact (but not on a loose rein). Horses 
are worked in the arena individually, not in a group class like most ridden English events. 
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Emphasis is placed on temperament, obedience, conformation and pleasurable riding qualities of 
the horse. 
 

• Saddleseat/Parkseat (also known as gaited performance) 
Required: Cutback saddle. Double bridle with Weymouth or Pelham bit. 

Optional: Unrowelled spurs. Whips/crops. 

Prohibited: Martingales, bit convertors (for Pelham), draw reins, dropped noseband, forward-
seat or Western saddle, leg protection. 

Rider Attire: Outfit depends on time of performance. Informal (prior to 6pm): outfit in 
conservative colours. Matching jodhpurs, derby hat, and short boots. Formal (after 6pm): 
exceptionally conservative colours to be used (dark grey, dark brown, dark blue or black tuxedo-
type jacket with collars and lapels of same colour), along with matching gloves, jodphurs, top hat 
and jodhpur boots. 

Comments: Brow and nosebands are often decorated. 
 

• Show Hunter Under Saddle 
Required: Straight-flapped saddle with dark girth. Snaffle or Weymouth bridle in colour 
matching saddle with plain brow and nosebands. Discreet fitted numnah. 

Optional: Spurs. Whips/canes. 

Prohibited: Leg gear. Decorated brow and nosebands. Martingales. Breastplates. 

Rider Attire: Fitted straight-cut jacket; tweed preferred but navy or black is acceptable, light 
coloured shirt. Jodhpurs or breeches in fawn or beige. Brown or black boots; short boots with 
jodhpurs, and long boots with breeches. Safety helmet or hunt cap. Trend is velvet cap to match 
outfit. Gloves should match colour of boots. 

Comments: General purpose saddles may be used but are not preferred. Manes must be plaited; 
tails pulled or plaited. Quarter marks not usually seen. 
 

• Showjumping 
Required: Jumping, cross country or eventing saddle with pad. Plain white square shaped saddle 
pads are normally used for show jumping (sometimes with the rider’s country of origin flag on 
the corner), but almost any type or colour of saddlepad can be used for cross country. English 
bridle - any style/bit acceptable. 

Optional: Breastplate (various styles). Any restrictive equipment (martingales, dropped 
nosebands, etc, protective equipment (boots, leg wraps, etc), plaiting of horse’s mane and tail. 

Rider Attire: White, beige or fawn breeches/jodhpurs, white shirt with stock and pin or tie, 
black or navy jacket and matching colour helmet. Long black boots. Red jackets are generally 
only worn by riders who have represented their country at Grand Prix or Olympic level 
competition. Gloves are optional, as are spurs.  

Props: Show jump with number. Red and white directional flags suggested. 

Comments: Horses should be shown with some bit contact (minimal slack in the reins) at all 
times. Basically anything goes for equipment. Entries typically include some type of breastplate 
and/or martingale, and leg protection. For stadium fences, striped poles and bright colours are 
the norm. Fences are typically decorated with lots of flowers and shrubbery. For small 
agricultural-type shows, some latitude is also shown regarding showjumping attire and riders 
sometimes compete wearing polo style shirts. In hot weather, jackets may also be optional at the 
judge's discretion.  
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• Pony Hack, Galloway Hack, Show Horse Hack 
Required: Straight-flapped saddle. Snaffle or Weymouth bridle in colour matching saddle. 
Discreet fitted numnah. 

Optional: Spurs. Whips/canes. Coloured, ribbon or decorated browbands acceptable.  

Prohibited: Martingales. Breastplates. Any leg gear.  

Rider Attire: Fitted straight-cut jacket. Optional matching vest. light coloured shirt. Jodhpurs or 
breeches in fawn, beige, lemon or banana. Brown or black boots; short boots with jodhpurs, and 
long boots with breeches. Safety helmet. Trend is velvet cap to match outfit. Fawn or cream 
gloves. 

Comments: Manes must be plaited; tails pulled or plaited.  

 

• English Sidesaddle 
Required: Sidesaddle in either black or brown. Snaffle, pelham or double bridle with cavesson 
style noseband, usually with plain browband. Discreet appropriately-shaped numnahs or saddle 
blankets can be used and should match the colour of the saddle. 

Optional: Breastplate, Crupper. Riding crop/cane. Spur (only 1 spur is worn on the left foot). 
Face veil for rider (used with top hat only). Sandwich case. 

Prohibited: Martingales, Boots or wraps for horse, (except for jumping classes). 

Rider Attire: Long skirted 'apron' (worn over jodhpurs/breeches) teamed with white or light 
coloured shirt, choker or stock tie, vest and fitted jacket, in conservative colours (black, navy or 
charcoal, or for hunter classes, tweed), black/brown gloves and long boots. For flat classes, a 
derby or top hat can be worn, but for jumping a safety helmet in conservative colours is generally 
used. For saddleseat (i.e. gaited horse sidesaddle) classes, clothing colours can be much brighter. 
Jacket and skirt may be contrasting colours and both jacket and skirt will usually be longer. 

Comments: Sometimes classes are provided for historical side saddle. Outfits for this class are 
usually more colourful than for standard classes and are vintage (i.e. more like those worn in the 
Victorian era). When entering a more formal sidesaddle hack class the horse will usually have 
plaited mane and plaited or pulled and banged tail). 
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HARNESS 

• Show Harness, Ponies and Light Breed Horses (single horse/pony) 
Required: Breaststrap (also known as breastcollar)-style harness which is usually black in colour 
and should be leather (not synthetic). (Neck collar-style harness is seldom used for ponies and 
light breed horses). Bridle with blinkers and noseband. Liverpool, half-cheek snaffle or other 
harness-style bits are most commonly used. Light carriage (usually either a four-wheeled viceroy 
or two-wheeled gig). Whip. 

Optional: 'Face drop' (a decorative tab that hangs from the browband, usually has a horse brass 
or similar overlay attached). 

Prohibited: Leg wraps or boots for horse, bitless bridles, martingales. 

Driver Attire: Light coloured shirt with choker or stock tie, neatly-fitted jacket usually in 
conservative colours (but ladies may also wear brighter colours with a matching hat). Bowlers or 
top hats are more often worn by men. Women may wear race day-style fancy hats. Apron or lap 
rug. Gloves.  

Comments: When there is more than one passenger in the vehicle the driver should always sit 
on the right. For most harness classes, horses/ponies are only required to walk and trot. (Faster 
gaits are generally only used in combined driving classes.) 
 

• Show Harness, Medium/Heavy Horses (single horse) 
Required: Collar and hames-style harness which is usually black in colour and should be leather 
(not synthetic). Bridle with blinkers. Liverpool or other harness-style bits are most commonly 
used. Whip. Larger, heavier type vehicles are used and may be a two-wheeled gig (or trap) or 
four-wheeled van, cart or carriage. 

Optional: Horse Brasses on harness. 

Prohibited: Leg wraps or boots for horse, bitless bridles, martingales 

Driver Attire: For 'Delivery or Business' turnouts driver (and passenger if there is one) usually 
wear trousers and shirt with collar. Sometimes a standard 'kitchen' style apron is worn over the 
clothing that may or may not have a business logo on. Standard-style harness aprons or lap rugs 
are not used. 

Comments: When there is more than one passenger in the vehicle the driver should always sit 
on the right. Draught horses will sometimes have their manes and tails braided and 'upright' 
coloured ribbon bobs will adorn the mane. 
 

• Harness, Trotting/Pacing Horses 
Required: Breaststrap (also known as breastcollar)-style harness, which may be leather or 
synthetic and can be almost any colour or combination of colours. It differs considerably to 
pleasure harness in that it often has extras like an overcheck, martingale and/or crupper. Ultra 
light-weight sulky, also known as a bike or gig, which usually consists of aluminium framework 
with small seat for driver and foot holds (stirrups) built into the frame to reduce the overall 
weight. Bridle with (or sometimes without) blinkers and noseband. Number cloth (which is 
placed under the harness) or number 'tab' attached to horse’s bridle, or sulky shafts. Whip. 

Optional: Leg wraps, splint or brushing boots, knee boots, bell boots, tendon boots, shadow 
rolls, hoods, martingales, ear plugs, 'hopples' (generally only used on pacing horses). Splash sheet 
for sulky. 

Prohibited: Equipment that covers or protrudes past the horse’s nostrils. 

Driver Attire: Driver usually wears colourful racing 'silks' (similar to those worn by race riding 
jockeys) and white trousers with short boots. Safety helmet with cover that matches silks (shirt) 
and goggles. 

Comments: In most countries, only Standardbreds compete in harness racing; however, in 
Europe, sometimes other breeds (like the Orlov Trotter) also participate. 
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WESTERN  

• Western Showmanship 
Required: Plain or silver decorated leather halter, with leather and chain lead. 

Optional: Vest, neck tie (windsor knot, bolo, western string or bow tie styles are all acceptable). 
A number tag is often worn either pinned to the handler’s back or tied round the handler's waist. 

Prohibited: Chaps, spurs, rope style halters, English style bridles, whips or crops. 

Handler Attire: Western style long-sleeved collared shirt, plain or patterned showmanship 
jacket/shirt, dress jeans or pants, boots, gloves and western style hat. 

Comments: Lead chain should be 'threaded' through the chin ring and back up through the side 
'cheek' ring before being clipped off on the top cheek ring of the halter, or can also be doubled 
over before being clipped back to the lead. Handler should not hold onto any part of the chain; 
excess lead can be folded or coiled in the handler's left hand. In this class the focus is on the 
handler with the horse being more of a 'prop'. The class has a pattern of movements that the 
handler should perform, such as walk/jog to marker, make a 90, 180 or 360 degree turn, back 
etc. At some point in the pattern the horse is stood up square for the judge's inspection. (Handler 
should always be on the horses left side when horse is in motion, but may be on opposite side 
when judge is inspecting horse). 
 

• Western Pleasure, Arena Trail, Western Riding  
Required: Western saddle with single or double cinch girth (though a rear cinch is seldom used, 
particularly in pleasure classes), saddle-blanket. Western bridle of any headstall style with curb 
bit, and split or romal reins.  

Optional: Breastplate. Riata or rope attached to saddle. Hobbles attached to saddle. Spurs. 
Chaps. 

Prohibited: Nosebands. Tiedowns. Leg protection. Mechanical hackamores. Roping or gaming 
(closed) reins. Wire chin strap. 

Rider Attire: Top or shirt with long sleeves and collar or neckwear (ie tie). Western hat. Western 
boots. 

Props: Arena wall/fence should be visible. Obstacle required for Arena Trail. Cone marker 
required for Western Riding. 

Comments: Trend is towards ‘blingy’ saddles, but silver show saddles should not be counted 
over a good working saddle. Some real horse organisations allow young (5 and under or 6 and 
under, depending on organisation) horses to be shown in snaffle bits or bosals. Some judges may 
require hobbles and a riata to be carried if romal reins are used.  
 

• Hunter under Saddle (Western Breeds Only) 
Required: Huntseat saddle with fitted numnah style (generally in either white or cream) saddle 
blanket. English bridle: snaffle, kimberwicke (one bit, one rein) or Pelham (one bit, two reins) 
acceptable. Plain browband and cavesson style noseband required. 

Optional: Hunt-style breastplate, spurs, crop 

Prohibited: Hackamores, Martingale. Dropped noseband. Leg protection (i.e. boots, bandages).  

Rider Attire: Huntseat jacket in conservative colours, breeches or jodhpurs in beige, buff, cream 
rust or grey, collared light coloured shirt with tie, stock or choker, gloves and safety helmet. 

Comments: Hunters under saddle should move with long, low strides reaching forward 
smoothly and easily. They should be able to lengthen stride and cover ground in a relaxed, free 
flowing manner. Horses should be obedient, but alert and responsive to light leg and rein 
contact. When asked to extend the trot or hand gallop, they should move out with the same free 
flowing motion. The poll should be level with, or slightly above, wither height to allow proper 
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impulsion from behind. The head position should be slightly in front of, or on, the vertical. 
Horses do not jump in this class. 
 

• Barrel Racing, Pole Bending, Keyhole Race, Stake Race, etc.  
Required: Western saddle with single or double cinch and saddle blanket. Western bridle of any 
style with closed loop gaming reins. 

Optional: Breastplate, nosebands, tie-downs, leg protection, mechanical hackamores. 
Lightweight gaming-style saddle. Bright coloured (red, blue, green, etc.) equipment. Bats, quirts, 
over-under whips, etc.  

Rider Attire: Jeans, shirt, Western hat. Flashy clothing common. Safety helmet for riders under 
18 years. 

Props: Prop relating to event (eg, barrel for barrel racing). 

Comments: Split or romal reins OK in informal or "fun" type events (egg and spoon race, boot 
race, etc.) but gaming reins standard for serious timed events. Basically anything goes for 
equipment, but the typical gymkhana entry will usually be equipped with a breastplate, tie-down, 
and some sort of leg protection.  
 

• Western Side Saddle 
Required: Western style side saddle (usually black, brown or tan in colour). The saddle will 
differ from an English-style side saddle in that the skirts may be larger or longer to accommodate 
stamped or carved patterning and sometimes silver plates, (like those seen on Western pleasure 
saddles). The seat should have a 'cantle roll' and a 'fender' style stirrup leather is generally used. 
Snaffle (for young horses) or curb Western-style bridle with either split or romal reins. (Romal 
reins are more often seen on light breeds like Arabians/Morgans). Saddle pads/blankets tend to 
match the colours of the rider’s outfit. 

Optional: Breastplate. Crupper. Riding crop/cane, Spur (only one spur is worn, on the left foot).  

Prohibited: Martingales, Noseband on bridles, Boots or wraps for horse. 

Rider Attire: Long skirted 'apron' (worn over jodhpurs/breeches) which may have 'fringing' on 
the side edge (like chaps), Western style shirt, tie and or Western style jacket (similar to those 
worn in Western Pleasure events), Western Style hat and boots. Shirts/jackets may have 
decorative 'yokes' and similar patterning may extend to the apron. Jackets are shorter than those 
used for English Sidesaddle. Apron colours tend to the conservative, but brighter colours and 
patterns are often used for the jacket. 

Props: Arena wall should be visible. 

Comments: Side saddles are not seen/used in regular Western Pleasure or Arena events, but are 
separate classes in their own right. 
 

• Roping Events (calf roping, team roping, steer roping, etc) 
Required: Western saddle, double cinched with saddle blanket. Western bridle of any style with 
closed loop roping reins. Breastplate. 

Optional: Any restrictive equipment (nosebands, tie-downs, etc.) Protective leg gear. Mechanical 
hackamores. Neck rope (calf roping only - highly encouraged.)  

Rider Attire: Jeans, trousers or pants over Western boots. Long sleeved shirt, (vest, tie and 
jacket are also permitted), belt, and western hat. Chaps are optional but strongly suggested. 

Props: Calf/cattle required. 

Comments: Rear cinch and breastplate are considered required for safety reasons. In reality, a 
double-rigged saddle (rear cinch connected directly to the tree by a steel ring) is required for safe 
roping. For model purposes, a saddle with the rear cinch connected to the skirting only is 
generally acceptable because it is the only style widely available. Each event has its own set of 
practices regarding how the rope is handled, all of which are too detailed to go into here, so 
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consult event-specific references. Basically anything goes for equipment, but the typical roping 
entry will usually be equipped with a tie-down and some sort of leg protection.  
 

Western Stock Work Events 

• Cutting, Reining, Reined Cowhorse  
Required: Western Saddle - single or double cinch with pad Western Bridle - any headstall style 
with curb bit; split or romal reins  

Optional: Breastplate Any protective equipment (boots, leg wraps, etc.)  

Prohibited: Any restrictive equipment (nosebands, tiedowns, etc.) Mechanical hackamores 
Roping or gaming reins  

Rider Attire: Jeans, trousers or pants over Western boots. Long sleeved shirt, (vest, tie and 
jacket are also permitted), belt, and western hat. Chaps are optional but strongly suggested. 

Props: Calf/cattle required for cattle events. 

Comments: Some real horse organizations allow young (five years and under) horses to be 
shown in snaffle bits or bosals. Some judges may require hobbles and a riata to be carried if 
romal reins are used. 
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AUSTRALIAN STOCK HORSE EVENTS 

• Stock Horse Hack, Working Stock Horse  
Required: Australian stock saddle (usually dark brown), Stirrups may be 4-bar, oxbow or other 
English styles. Barcoo bridle with snaffle bit. Square green or blue plaid ASH saddle blanket. 
(Stock whip mandatory for Working Stock Horse only) 

Optional: Breastplate. Noseband for bridle (cavesson style only), spurs. Protective equipment 
(i.e. boots; leg wraps allowed for Working ASH only). 

Prohibited: Any restrictive equipment (martingales, running reins, etc.) Mechanical hackamores, 
bosals, gag or twisted-mouthpiece bits. Western type saddles. 

Comments:  Stock Horse Hacks can also be shown in the more usual English Hack equipment 
(i.e. black or brown straight cut show saddle, snaffle or double bridle) with green square cut ASH 
saddle blanket, blue plaid ASH saddle blanket, or plain colour numnah. 
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